Dear Vice Chancellor/Director,

Greetings from AIU and wish you a Happy and Healthy New Year 2021!

The growing business complexities, burgeoning knowledge-intensive economy, dynamic regulatory and legal frameworks and protracting stakeholders' expectations are posing constant challenges to the Indian education. The responsibility of imparting such skills and knowledge rests with the higher education institutions who need to equip the students with the desired knowledge and skills to bridge the gap between expected and acquired skills.

The Association of Indian Universities (AIU) and The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), New Delhi are organizing a “National Collaborative Programme on Enhancing Employability of Graduates” on 13th January, 2021 from 11.00 AM to 1.30 PM. The primary objective of programme is to provide a platform for interaction between with the Vice-Chancellors of various universities across India and eminent experts from the ICAI, to develop new paradigms for skillling and for creating employable graduates in keeping with the objectives of NEP.

We shall be grateful for your participation in this programme. Your presence will significantly enrich discussions and deliberations.

Kindly register at https://forms.gle/M6KJD9LAdyH5Px1U9 for participation.

In case, you are not able to attend, kindly nominate some senior person from Academic wing of your organization, to join.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Pankaj Mittal)

The Vice-Chancellor / Director of all AIU Member Universities/Institutions.